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EPK 2 Focus Questions & Learning Goals for Beginning the Year 
During this study, children will investigate how school works and how to become part of the learning community. They will 
explore the classroom environment, learn classroom routines and strategies for dealing with transitions, and get to know 
new friends. Children will collaborate with teachers on creating classroom rules and work on participating in free play and 
group activities. The students will then use their investigative skills to study sounds. 
 

Study 1:  
Beginning the Year 

Sept. 9 Where are things in our classroom? 
What names do we need to know at school? 

Sept. 16 What should we do if we get sad or scared at school?  
Sept. 23 What are our rules? 
Sept. 30 When do things happen at school? 
Oct. 7 Who works at our school? 
Oct. 14 How do we make and keep friends? How can we be part of a group? 
Oct. 21 Ministudy: Sounds 

What sounds do we hear at school? Where do they come from? 

 
Language and Literacy: Sounds 
Phonological Awareness 
Become aware of the sounds of spoken language (e.g., 

sing simple and familiar songs with a group or 
individually, identify environmental sounds such as a 
doorbell, fire engine, or water running).  

Active Listening 
Demonstrate active listening strategies (e.g., listen for 

short periods of time, begin to ask questions). 
  
Symbols Have Meaning 
Recognize that symbols have corresponding meaning 

(e.g., put toys away in correctly labeled bins or 
shelves). 

 

Mathematics: Counting 
Show beginning interest in quantity and number 

relationships. 
Show two objects when asked. 
Participate in informal counting activities. 

 

Social Foundations: Building Confidence with School Routines 
Gaining Confidence 
Feel comfortable and confident when caregivers leave 

when following a consistent leave-taking routine. 
Gain control of emotions with help of trusted adult or 

comfort item. 
Use teachers in the classroom as “comfort zone” but 

moves to different play areas independently. 
 
Manners 
Imitate courteous words heard, such as “please” and 

“thank you.” 

Classroom Routines 
Show more awareness of expectations. 
Sing “hello” and “goodbye” songs and recognize that 

these signify the beginning and end of the school day. 
Play alongside other children. 
Participate in group cleanup time when the cleanup song 

is sung. 
Participate in teacher-directed transitions.  
 
 

 

Science: Beginning the Year 
Exploring the Science Center 
Visit the science center to observe natural specimens, 

classify manipulatives, and try out science tools such 
as magnifying lenses. 

 
Taking Measurements  
With adult assistance, create a record with data such as 

children’s height, weight, and appearance for 
comparison at the end of the year. 

Observing with the Senses 
Use senses to observe and gather information. 
Explore sounds from around the classroom and the 

school. 
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Social Studies: Beginning the Year 
Class Rules 
Have beginning understanding of consequences when 

following routines and recreating familiar events (e.g., 
participate in creating class rules, accept the 
consequences of his actions, and say, “I’m sorry” when 
prompted). 

Learning About School 
Learn names of classmates and teachers. 
Locate child’s coat hook, bathroom, centers, and other 

areas of interest in the classroom. 

 

Physical Well-Being: Hand Washing and Emergency Drills 
Gross Motor Skills 
March, walk on tiptoe, and jump as part of group activities 

and on the playground. 
Dance to music, including songs that direct movement. 
 
Fine Motor Skills  
Use hands to pound, poke, and build with play dough. 
 

Safety 
Demonstrate understanding of playground rules. 
Participate in a class-only fire drill to learn routine.  
 
Health 
Wash hands and use a towel to dry them. 
With teacher direction, put snack refuse in the covered 

waste container. 
 

Fine Arts: Use of Art Materials 
Art Materials 
Explore art materials. 
Start to use tools with the play dough, such as a rolling pin 

or cookie cutter. 
Demonstrate proper use of easel paint and brushes using 

one container and brush for each color.  
 
Singing and Following Directions and Cues 
Participate in fingerplays (e.g., “Itsy Bitsy Spider”) led by 

adults. 
Chant words to familiar songs with modeling. 
 
Playing Rhythm Instruments 
Play rhythm instruments such as shakers, rhythm sticks, 

jingle bells, maracas, and drums.  

Exploring Colors 
Experiment with colors: Paint with pudding, mix colors on 

the easel or with fingerpaints, read “Brown Bear, 
Brown Bear, What Do You See?” and talk about the 
different colors, or create different play dough colors by 
mixing primary colors. 

 
Response to Change in Music 
Recognize when a quality in the music changes. 
Identify different dynamics (loud or soft), tempos (fast or 

slow), pitches (high or low), and note durations (long or 
short). 

Adjust own actions to reflect changes in the music. 

 

Spiritual Development: God Welcomes Us to Chapel; Prayer 
Spiritual Routines 
Participate in simple class prayers such as saying grace. 
 
Come Be with God at Chapel 
Recognize chapel as a time to be with God and share the 

stories He gave us in the Bible. 
Identify the Bible as a book filled with stories about God 

and how much He loves us. 

Singing About God’s Love 
Learn songs and fingerplays with Christian themes. 
 
We Can Talk to God 
Listen to and discuss stories about prayer, such as Jesus 

teaching the disciples the Lord’s Prayer and Daniel in 
the lion’s den. 

Describe prayer as talking to God and discuss how we 
can talk to God at any time about anything. 

 

Kindness: Calming Routines 
Calming Routines 
Use mindful breathing to calm self like Tucker the Turtle. 
Understand the Kindness Place as somewhere to go 

when feeling upset in the classroom. 
 
Feelings 
Recognize sad feelings. 
Use coping strategies to deal with sad feelings. 

Knowing What to Expect at Preschool 
Listen scripted stories to understand the expectations for 

social situations and reduce anxieties. 
 
Sharing Kindness 
Understand how kind words and actions help ourselves 

and others feel good. 
 
Service 
Participate in creating placemats for Seniors Ministry 

lunches. 
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